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About us

The sky is full of possibilities and experiences, why not chase them
all? Stargazing Mumbai is the passion project of few Mumbai based
amateur astronomers. Soon, many like-minded, passionate amateur
astronomers joined us and a stellar team was born; exploring the
different dimensions of Astronomy together. Over 6 years the team
has woven myriad experiences around the night skies - be it unique
stories of the constellations, games to engage and learn about Space
Science or explore the infinite offerings of Astronomy; we've got
you covered.

HOW TO REACH US

stargazingmumbai@gmail.com

Flash NEWS
‘The Bouncing universe’ theory still can't
explain what came first

On 12th August, New research was published which shows that a new model of a
universe with endless periods of expansion and collapse still needs a beginning.
New research highlights a troubling problem with concepts of a cyclical universe
that experiences infinitely alternating periods of rapid expansion and contraction,
known as 'bouncing universe' models. These bouncing universe models suggest
the cosmos has no beginning, eliminating the need for a troubling singularity prior
to the initial period of rapid inflation, commonly known as the “Big Bang” needed
by the 'beginning of time' models.
"People proposed bouncing universes to make the universe infinite into the past,
but what we show is that one of the newest types of these models doesn't work,"
University of Buffalo physicist Will Kinney said in a statement:
"In this new type of model, which addresses problems with entropy, even if the
universe has cycles, it still has to have a beginning."
"Unfortunately, it's been known for almost 100 years that these cyclic models
don't work because disorder, or entropy, builds up in the universe over time, so
each cycle is different from the last one. It's not truly cyclic," the UB researcher
said. "A recent cyclic model gets around this entropy build-up problem by
proposing that the universe expands a whole bunch with each cycle, diluting the
entropy."
-Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
Betelgeuse is bouncing back from a
bizarre dimming episode

Astronomers have long considered Betelgeuse a candidate for a long-overdue
supernova within our galaxy. Yet the red supergiant now appears to be recovering
following a mysterious and catastrophic 2019 event. Sitting on the shoulder of the
constellation Orion, Betelgeuse is one of the brightest stars in the sky. In early
2019, however, the massive star underwent a puzzling dimming event that was
visible even to backyard observers. Scientists analyzing data from the Hubble
Space Telescope and several other observatories now think Betelgeuse literally
blew its top in 2019, and that the event is still affecting the star's behavior.
A detailed sequence of events put together from observations suggests the star
suffered a gigantic surface mass ejection (SME) which blasted off a large chunk of
the Betelgeuse's visible surface. The event was so enormous that it blew off 400
billion times as much mass as a typical coronal mass ejection (CME) experienced by
our sun. Scientists think that a colossal cloud of obscuring dust formed in the wake
of the SME, causing the dimming. The star is now recovering, but still feeling the
consequences of the catastrophic event.
"Betelgeuse continues doing some very unusual things right now;- Varun
the interior
Bhaleraois
sort of bouncing," Andrea Dupree, one of the authors of the paper and an
astrophysicist at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, said in a
statement.
-Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
Mars is surprisingly dry, NASA's InSight lander finds

Clouds drift over InSight's dome-covered
seismometer, known as SEIS, on Mars.
Readings of seismic waves have helped
scientists understand what lies beneath the
surface

The chances of finding Martian life appear poor in the vicinity of NASA's InSight lander.
The InSight mission uncovered little or no sign of water or water ice in the nearly 1,000
feet (300 meters) below the lander, a new study shows. The subsurface around the
landing zone — an equatorial site chosen especially for its flat terrain and good
marsquake potential — appears loose and porous, with few ice grains in between gaps in
the crust, researchers said. "These findings don't preclude that there could be grains of
ice or small balls of ice that are not cementing other minerals together," said study lead
author and geophysicist Vashan Wright.
The equatorial region where InSight is working, in theory, should be able to host
subsurface water, as conditions are cold enough even there for water to freeze. But the
new finding is challenging scientists' assumptions about possible ice or liquid water
beneath the subsurface near InSight, whose job is to probe beneath the surface.
While images from the surface have suggested there might be sedimentary rock and lava
flows beneath InSight, researchers' models have uncertainties about porosity and mineral
content. InSight is helping to fill in some of those gaps, and its new data suggests that
"uncemented material" largely fills in the region below the lander. That suggests little
water is present, although more data needs to be collected.
- Varun Bhalerao

Flash NEWS
A new mapping method could aid
exploration of moon, Mars and beyond

A still from an animation of the lunar south pole. (Image credit: NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio/JAXA/Selene.)

Researchers have discovered a method for making high-resolution maps of
planetary surfaces like the moon’s by combining available imagery and topography
data.
Mapping the complex and diverse surface of a world like the moon in detailed
resolution is challenging because laser altimeters, which measure changes in
altitudes, operate at a much lower resolution than cameras. And although
photographs offer a sense of surface features, it's difficult to translate images into
specific heights and depths.
However, a new method combines topographic data with degrees of shading of
sunlight present in optical images to provide much more accurate assessments of
landforms and structures. The development could help both astronauts and robotic
explorers in the future.
According to the researchers, the method can be applied to extract precise
topographic details on rock formations on planetary bodies such as the moon,
Mars, asteroids, and any other worlds for which topographic data is available. The
method can support a range of different purposes, including determining the safety
of astronauts and rovers or finding geologically interesting sites, and it can be
applied to images coming from satellites, rovers, or other spacecraft.
- Varun Bhalerao

Connection with SkiesThe Unknown Story of the
Capricornus

One of the Zodiac constellations, Capricornus’ story is not very well known like other
constellations. This constellation represents a ‘Sea-goat’ and is associated with Pircus. He
was created by Chronos and made immortal, they both share the power of controlling
time.
The general habitat of Sea-goats was obviously in the deep oceans. But, something
attracted the sea goats to the shore. And once they lay down on the shore, they slowly
turned into normal goats. But, during this transition, they also lost their intelligence and
ability to speak. Pircus was worried after seeing this.
He immediately started to think about what could be done. And because he had the
power to control time he decided to use it. So, whenever any of the sea-goats used to go
near shore- he used to reverse time to bring them back to the deep sea. But, there was a
problem whenever he used to use this power- only he was aware of this. This became a
recurrent thing for him, such that he was tired of this. Mainly because there was no
permanent solution to this problem.
Pircus surrenders to this problem and asks Chronos to end his immortality. But,
instead Chronos allowed him to live out his immortality in the night sky and placed him as
a constellation ‘Capricornus’.
- Yash Jagtap

Satellites, space debris: A threat to
astronomy

Satellite streaks

Have you ever seen a streak of white dots or a bright white spot lonely marching the
sky while gazing up at the night sky? Most of us know that these are nothing but
satellites and some of the space junk orbiting the earth but ever thought what if
millions of them come together? Definitely, this will ruin your stargazing night. An
independent research shows that more than 9,300 tons (8,440 metric tons) of space
objects orbiting Earth including inoperative satellites and chunks of rockets and
satellites, increase the overall brightness of the night sky.
Amateur astronomers often get distracted by the light produced by these satellites
making the learning process difficult for them. Even doing backyard observations with
a small telescope or binoculars has been difficult for amateurs because of the city
lights and the current satellite population. The night sky is going to be more polluted
in the coming decades with the installation of the “mega constellation”- an array of
satellites by SpaceX to provide global internet access.
Observatories and Radio telescopes, studying a wide field of view rather than a single
deep sky object, have been the most affected by the satellites. The Zwicky Transient
Facility (ZTF), which surveys a wide area of the sky using a 1.2-meter telescope on
Palomar Mountain, California, had satellite streaks in 18% of its images taken during
twilight in August 2021 affecting the overall observations. These streaks will increase
in the coming years with the more astronomical data being affected.
The growing space age has been affecting the stargazers across borders with IAU
coming up with different plans to conserve the night sky.

- Saikiran Kumbhar

Spectroscopy in Astronomy

Img sourcehttps://www.britannica.com/science/spectroscopy

The average distance between the sun and our planet is about 150 million km. That is
374 times farther than the distance covered in the Apollo 13 mission which is the
farthest a man has gone in outer space(401,506 km). Travel to the stars is practically
impossible, even in the foreseeable future. In 1835, Auguste Comte, like many other
astronomers of that time, commented, ‘We will never know how to study by any
means the chemical composition (of stars), or their mineralogical structure". But
unbeknownst to him, the development in the fields of physical sciences was giving rise
to a strongly emerging field in astrophysics.
In 1814, Joseph von Fraunhofer mounted a prism in front of a slit and used it to
diffract rays of sunlight. Unlike the usual color pattern that is formed when light is
passed through a prism, he recorded dark lines. Fraunhofer detected a different
pattern of dark lines when he observed Betelgeuse using this method. He was the first
person to detect these dark lines but did not understand what this phenomenon was.
In the middle of the 19th century, Gustav Kirchhoff and Robert Bunsen made major
advances that helped in understanding the cause of the dark lines that Fraunhofer
observed. When a metal is heated, it emits a color of light. In certain cases, the
wavelength of the light emitted by the metal was the same as the missing wavelength
in Fraunhofer's pattern. Now we know that the sun is mostly hydrogen and helium.
The reason why these lines are formed is now understood by quantum mechanics. By
examining the spectrum of astronomical objects we can not only understand their
composition but also their temperature, abundance of elements present, magnetic
field, and pressure.
Understanding the spectra of the Universe has helped in the development of
astrophysics.
- Vanij Lad

How do we study the stars?
Beautiful image, right? If you observe this
image of a beautiful night sky covered with
dazzling stars, you will see stars with
different colors and brightness. You might
also compare the stars using brightness, as
some stars are brighter than others. This is
what famous Greek astronomer Hipparchus
tried to do. He tried to understand the stars
from their brightness and made a scale from
1 to 6. The stars which he found the most
dim will have a value of brightness to be 6
and the stars he found to be brightest will
have value 1. Now, of course at his time,
( Image credit - BBC Sky at Night magazine) there were no telescopes to be used to
observe the dim stars. So, there were stars which were dimmer than the stars which
Hipparchus, according to his scale, suggested to be the dimmest. But, after the discovery of
telescopes this scale was extended and later modified to fit in all possible stars we found till
now and even the stars that are yet to be discovered.
At one point of time, you might have seen
such kinds of pictures or may have even
clicked such photos. In this photo, it appears
as if the Eiffel tower could fit within your
fingers, but we know that it is not true, but
just an illusion. This is because there is a
huge distance between the hand and the
tower. Similarly, as the stars have huge
distances between them they might actually
differ in their size and also in their
brightness very much, but might appear to
look the same or different from earth. So,
the brightness that is measured from earth is
referred to as apparent magnitude and the
real brightness that is measured is referred
to as absolute magnitude.

(Image credit - BakLOL)

What about the color of stars? Why do the stars have different colors?
Well, the color of the star is basically an indication to what temperature that star has. In
Physics, we have Wein’s law which tells us the relation between the temperature and the
color which stars follow. The stars which are cooler appear to be redder and the stars which
are hotter appear to be blue in color (the term cooler is relative in this case as the
temperature of these stars ranges from 3000 K to 9000K which is very large but as
compared to other hot stars it is less).
So, to classify the stars we can use either brightness as our basis or we can use its
temperature/color as our basis. We clubbed these ideas and place the stars in a diagram
which is called the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.

(Image credit - Space FM)
This diagram acts like a periodic table for the astronomers for the stars classification just
like chemists use a periodic table for classifying the elements. Depending upon the range
of temperatures the stars have, they can be classified accordingly. For classification, we
have a letter system to do so. It starts from O utpo M. Stars can be assigned a letter
anywhere between O to M. The cooler stars will have letter M assigned to them and
hotter stars will have letter O assigned to them. Also, in between each interval you can
have sub-classifications like O1 to O9.
Thus, one can overall compare the properties of the stars and study them accordingly
depending upon in which category they fall in.
- Sayali Sawant

crosswords

Send in your answers in @stargazingmumbai@gmail.com and get a
mention in our next issue.
- Saikiran Kumbhar

Stellar shots
Cartwheel Galaxy

Captured by the JWST!

Do
send
in
your
astrophotographs
on
stargazingmumbai@gmail.com and get a chance to be
featured in the next edition of Cosmic Voyager

Click here to subscribe to our newsletter for such
amazing updates.

